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Abstract. This paper describes our group’s first attempt on the Contextual Suggestion Track of the Twenty-fourth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC 2015). The
task aims to provide recommendations on attractions for various kinds of users
under different and complex contexts. TREC provides two ways to participate
in the track: one is to create a web server that can respond to contextual related
queries called “Live Experiment”, the other is to submit run files that have all
the responses to the released requests called “Batch Experiment”. For Live Experiment, due to lack of training data, our approach sticks closely to the defined
relevance judgement criteria and context knowledge. We take linear interpolation
to combine a variety of factors and contextual related knowledge. For Batch Experiment, we further consider domain preference under user attributes, and take
existing Machine Learning based methods in principle. We show that feature engineering is a vital part for attraction suggestions. We find that the performance
of suggestions to the provided user profiles and contexts has been improved using
domain preference analysis.
Keywords: Contextual Suggestion, User Modeling, Semantic Analysis, Domain
Preference Analysis
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Introduction

The TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion task investigates search techniques for complex
information needs that are highly dependent on context and user interests as suggested
by the guidelines. The task is to develop a system that is able to give ranked suggestion
(attractions) for a particular user out of user rating profiles with a particular context.
Roughly speaking, given a user, the task focuses on traveling suggestions based on
?
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two hypotheses. 1) A traveller prefers a suggestion that is appropriate to her/his profile
based on the user’s historical preferences. 2) A traveller prefers a suggestion that is
highly related to the context that can be more than a city, also including a trip type, trip
duration, the type of group the person is traveling with or the season in which the trip
will occur. So we need to model user preferences out of her/his profile and the context
as well.
The majority of the systems presented in the past collect attractions from wellknown location based recommender services[1–4] such as Google Places5 , Yelp6 , TripAdvisor7 , Foursquare8 and etc. Most of them[1, 2, 4] exploited the open web to perform useful information extraction and collection. For example, Yang, et al[2] queried
Yelp to gather reviews and ratings about attractions to build user opinion profiles, and
then ranked attractions based on relevance between user profiles and attractions. Some
of them[3] defined the personalized input to directly query these recommender service systems to get suggestions. Besides information gathering, participants tried many
kinds of machine learning techniques, such as Learning To Rank methods[2, 5], Support Vector Regression[4], Hierarchical K-Means Clustering[6]. Vector Space Model
(VSM) is widely used in contextual suggestions as well[1, 4, 7]. Thus, we observe one
vital trend via the past works: feature extractions and machine learning techniques have
been generally accepted to become the effective ways for the task.
Different from the track in years before, TREC provided an ad-hoc collection for
suggestion this year, which consists of a set of 1,234,842 attractions. This becomes challenging due to the quantity and the variety of attractions. TREC provides two ways to
participate, one is to create a web server that can respond to contextual related queries,
called “Live Experiment”, the other is to submit run files that include responses to all
the requests, called “Batch Experiment”. As to “Live Experiment”, only one user is seen
by our server each time, making it difficult to train sophisticated ranking models. This
makes practical sense in real applications where we always face the same issue. To understand details of attractions, we have crawled a variety of indirect information about
attractions from the open web, such as reviews, ratings and web page contents. Based
on useful information gathering, we model user preference with multi-field descriptions
in multiple text semantic modeling ways. We make effort to go the extra mile to build
a contextual related dictionary to improve performance on the cases with more pieces
about the trip. At last, we take linear interpolation to combine a variety of factors, as
well as contextual related background knowledge from people and personal tags from
a user. As for “Batch Experiment”, a file with a set of requests that were made during
the live experiment is available which provides us a chance to test machine learning
methods during this phase. We model the suggestion task as a classification problem,
where we predict the rating of each triplet of “user, attraction, context” ranging in (0, 1,
2, 3, 4), and then rank candidates according to the probability of classification results.
Here, we want to investigate user domain preference and further extend our model with
domain preference under user’s attributes such as gender and age, taking advantage of
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useful information gathered in Live Experiment as well. After feature generation, we
train prediction models by using Weka[8], and submit two runs based on methods that
show the best performance with 5-fold cross-validation on training data sets.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some preliminary knowledge about the task. In Section 3, we show how to obtain the used data.
In Section 4 and Section 5, we describe the process of feature extraction and experimental setup for Live Experiment and Batch Experiment. The results are shown in Section
6. We concludes the paper in Section 7.

2

Task Formulation

This section describes some preliminary information about the task. First, we describe
the input and output of the task. Second, we discuss the evaluation metrics used to
estimate the performance of different solutions.
2.1

Task Description

The task is to develop a system that is able to generate a ranked list of up to 50 suggested
attractions for a particular person (based upon her/his profile) with a particular context.
TREC provides the complete set of contexts, an ad-hoc collection that consists of
a set of attractions and user profiles. Each profile corresponds to a single user, and
indicates trip-related context and user’s preference with respect to each example suggestion. Each user indicates her/his preference with a rating from 0-4 for an attraction.
If the user assigns a score equal to or greater than 3, it means that the user likes this
suggestion. Otherwise, if the user assigns a score equal to or less than 1, it means that
the user dislikes this suggestion. In the attraction collection file, there are an attraction
ID, a context (city) ID, a URL and a title for each attraction. Note that this title is not
always shown as the title of the page to that URL (contained in the “title” element under
the HTML document’s head). Each context is a city in which the user is located, which
consists of an ID, a city name, a state name and an approximate latitude and longitude.
Additionally, we can find more pieces of optional data about the trip, such as the trip
type, the trip duration, the type of group and the season the trip will occur in.
2.2

Evaluation Metrics

The TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion Track takes Precision at Rank 5 (P@5) as main
metrics. The track also uses Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) to evaluate the final results.

3

Data Cleaning and Useful Information Gathering

In this section, we describe how we create a sub-collection from the published attraction
collection and gather useful information. Due to so many noisy URLs in the raw data,
we manually make some rules to select reliable URLs. We pick up two types of URLs as
suggested candidates. One is the URLs of the attraction pages from well-known social
networks, namely Yelp, Foursquare and TripAdvisor, the other is the URLs of home
pages.
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3.1

Attractions from Yelp, Foursquare and TripAdvisor

Many commercial online review websites such as Yelp, Foursquare and TripAdvisor
provide friendly APIs for developers to access their content, such as business information, ratings and reviews. We detect the URLs with more information about attractions on these websites as Tourist Sub-collection. We keep the URLs that start with
one of the following parts:“https://foursquare.com/v/”, “http://www.yelp.com/biz/” or
“http://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction”. For the attractions of these URLs, we query
their corresponding API to get more information about attractions, such as their titles,
web page contents, positive reviews, negative reviews, all ratings and their average ratings. Due to the fact that the content of a page contains so much useless information, we
use TextRank[9] to learn the review summary about the attractions in place of the full
page content as an additional field. Thus, we obtain the URL, the title, ratings, positive
and negative reviews, the review summary for each attraction.

3.2

Attractions from Home Page

The home page of an attraction is expected to contain the most important and valuable
information about the attraction. Thus, we extract all URLs that include equal to or
less than 3 forward slash “/” as Homepage Sub-collection. Due to homepages shown
without reviews or ratings, we query Yelp API9 using the location and the title of the
home page. In this step, the attraction whose location and title are the same as the
input will be returned and crawled for more information. We summarize content of
the home page to get summaries of attractions in the Homepage Sub-collection. This
is the difference of the summary process between the Tourist Sub-collection and the
Homepage Sub-collection.
All the crawlers are developed by Python and data is stored in json format. We have
crawled 155,116 attractions in the Homepage Sub-collection and 479,058 attractions
in the Tourist Sub-collection. We map the numeric rating scale of 1-5 or 1-10 into 1-5
scale. In sub-collections, we discard the ones of which average ratings are less than 3 to
obtain general good attractions. The attractions from the Homepage Sub-collection and
the Tourist Sub-collection are used to extract features for each candidate attraction and
to model user preference.

4

Live Experiment

In this section, we describe our approach for generating a personalized rank list of suggested attractions for each “user, context” pair in Live Experiment. First, we present our
way of attraction representation and user preference profile modeling. Second, we rank
attractions based on a linear interpolation among cosine similarities between attraction
representation feature groups and user preference feature groups.
9
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Representation of Attractions and User Profiles

According to the gathered useful information, we apply standard IR parsing techniques
including turning all words into lower cases, stemming and removing stop words on
five parts of attractions’ text information respectively, including the title text provided
by TREC (denoted as orititle), the title text we crawled (denoted as title), the content
summary text (denoted as content), the positive review text (denoted as positive) and
the negative review text (denoted as negative). Once texts have been parsed, we map
terms into ID.
As for attractions, we represent their texts in two ways: Vector Space Model (VSM)
and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)[10]. First, texts of candidate attractions are represented in VSM under the tf-idf weighting scheme10 . For LSI, we perform rank-reduced
singular value decomposition on the term-document matrix based on VSM representation of each text. Here, we reduce the rank by keeping the largest 20 diagonal entries
to represent each text information as a 20 dimension vector. Now, we get 10 semantic
feature groups to represent an attraction. We denote feature groups as the name of the
text part followed by its representation method. For example, title lsi means the feature
group that represents the title text we crawled by LSI. Thus, we obtain the feature group
set A = {orititle lsi, orititle t f id f ,title lsi,title t f id f , content lsi, content t f id f ,
positive lsi, positive t f id f , negative lsi, negative t f id f }.
As for users, we use features of attractions that a user has rated to represent preference of the user. The user preference representation also shares the same item as attractions, including VSM and LSI representation of 5 text parts. As mentioned before,
the ratings of 3 and up show users’ interest to attractions. We collect titles provided by
TREC (orititle), titles we crawled (title), content summaries of the attractions (content)
of which ratings are equal to or greater than 3 to represent user preference. Reviews
from the open web show more details about attractions. Thus, we take reviews as well
as other parts to model user preference. For a user, her/ his “positive reviews (positive)”
collect all of the positive reviews about the attractions that she/he likes, and vice versa,
i.e., “negative reviews (negative)” collect all of the negative reviews about the attractions that she/he dislikes. Then we represent these text information in ways of VSM and
LSI. From an original user profile, we can find two more kinds of information. One is
from tags that indicate why the user likes the particular attraction along with attractions
added by the user, the other is from several pieces of optional context about the trip. We
collect the tags and manually label key words highly related to context of the trip. On
average, we pick up 100 key words about each piece of the trip. For example, we label the trip type of “Business” with words “flight”, “conversation”, “event”, “meeting”
and etc, and label the season of “Summer” with words “hot”, “barbecue”, “lemonade”,
“picnic outside” and etc. We combine the tags from the user and key words related to
provided context as an additional text feature to represent user preference. Further, we
apply SVM and LSI techniques on this new text to obtain two extra feature groups,
denoted as keyword t f id f and keyword lsi. Here, we get 12 feature groups to represent
a user’s preference.
10
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Ranking Strategy

To generate the final ranking list of attractions, we compute the similarity between attractions and a user preference profile. Representation of user preference profiles and
attractions share the same kinds of 10 feature groups. We calculate the cosine similarities between these feature groups. Suppose that the user preference feature vector
R(u) and the attraction feature vector R(t) denote any one of VSM representation or
LSI representation on the title text provided by TREC, the title text we crawled, the
content summary text, the positive review text or the negative review text respectively,
the similarity between the two is:
sim f (u,t) = cos(R f (u), R f (t)) =

R f (u) · R f (t)
,
kR f (u)kkR f (t)k

(1)

where f comes from the feature set of A. For feature groups of tags and key words
(keyword), we calculate the cosine similarity between keyword and attraction’s positive reviews positive, because reviews always show more description about attractions.
These two parts are denoted as keyword p lsi and keyword p t f id f .
The final score is based on these similarity scores using linear interpolation. We
use the following function to estimate the similarity between a user and a candidate
attraction:
score(u,t) = w1 · simkeyword p lsi (u,t) + w2 · simkeyword p t f id f (u,t) +

∑ w f · sim f (u,t),

f ∈A

(2)
where the value of w = {w1 , w2 } ∪ {w f } f ∈A must be summed up to 1. We use the
score(u,t) to rank the attractions on our server. We have submitted two runs during Live
Experiment. In the run of IRKM1, we do not consider two keyword feature groups, and
the weight w is w1 = w2 = 0 and w f = {0.05, 0.05, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.35, 0.35, −0.2, −0.2}
(in the same order as A). In the run of IRKM2, the weight w is w1 = w2 = 0.1667 and
w f = {0.0333, 0.0333, 0.0667, 0.0667, 0.1333, 0.1333, 0.2333, 0.2333, −0.1333, −0.1333}.

5

Batch Experiment

In this section, we describe our approach for generating a personalized rank list of
suggested attractions for each “user, context” pair in Batch Experiment. The set of all
suggestion requests is released, which provides us a chance to learn like/dislike patterns
from user’s contextual preference to attractions. First, we derive features about each
“user, attraction, context” triplet. Second, we utilize the power of machine learning
methods to predict ratings.
5.1

Feature Generation

Given attraction representation and user profile modeling in Section 4.1, we introduce more features to feed our predict algorithm for Batch Experiment. We use all
of 12 cosine similarity scores used in IRKM2 as features. Besides VSM and LSI representation, we represent each text part of attraction descriptions with a topic vector
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based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)[11]. For example, a content summary is
mapped into a vector of 20 topics. Then the same operation is conducted on user
preference profiles. To get more clues for the triplets, we compute the cosine similarity between user’s keyword and attraction’s negative reviews negative (denoted as
keywordn), and the cosine similarity between user’s keyword and attraction’s content
summary content (denoted as keywordc). So the features derived from text are (24 in total): {orititle lsi, orititle lda, orititle t f id f ,title lsi,title lda,title t f id f , content lsi,
content lda, content t f id f , positive lsi, positive lda, positive t f id f , negative lsi,
negative lda, negative t f id f , keyword p lsi, keyword p lda, keyword p t f id f , keywordn lsi,
keywordn lda, keywordn t f id f , keywordc lsi, keywordc lda, keywordc t f id f }.
In this part, we also want to investigate user preference to URL domains. Thus we
extend our features with domain preference under user’s attributes such as gender and
age. First, we map all distinct domains of attractions into IDs. Second, we count the
rating frequency of each domain under each gender value (female and male) and each
age group (0-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-50) appeared in the set of all user profiles.
Third, we count the frequency of each domain of which the rating is equal to or greater
than 3 under each gender value and each age scale. Fourth, we get an average rating for
each domain under each gender value and each age scale. For each user, we count the
rating frequency, the frequency of ratings equal to or greater than 3 and average rating
for each domain. In a “user, attraction, context” triplet, we add these domain-related
features according to the domain of the attraction and attribute values (gender, age and
specific ID) of the user. Additionally, we add age and gender of the user as features.
5.2

Ranking Strategy

We formulate the problem as a classification problem. Afterwards, we rank the attractions according to their predicted ratings. For the ones with the same ratings, the one
with a higher prediction probability provided by classification methods will be ranked
higher. We can find a batch of training examples from user profiles. We build features
for each “user, attraction, context” triplet. With the features, we try many classical classification methods using the data mining tool Weka[8] and pick up the two with the best
performance on training data to submit as our runs. RUN1 uses Ensemble of Nested Dichotomies (END) model[12] that is a meta classifier for handling multi-class datasets
with 2-class classifiers by building an ensemble of nested dichotomies, while RUN2
takes Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)[13] for training a support vector classifier.

6

Runs and Results

We submitted two runs for Live Experiment: IRKM1 and IRKM2. They both use multiple fields to learn relevance between attractions and users with particular context. Additionally, IRKM2 incorporates user tags and labeled keywords as more feature groups.
For Batch Experiment, we submitted two runs: RUN1 and RUN2. The two runs model
the contextual suggestion task as a score prediction problem, and explore the contributions of domain preferences and user attributes for the contextual suggestion task, and
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apply classification techniques to predict the score of “user, attraction, context” triplets.
The difference is that RUN1 uses END model, while RUN2 uses SMO model. For all
runs, features benefit from titles, summaries of web page contents, reviews and ratings
of attractions we crawled from the open web.
Table 1 shows the overall mean performances of our runs in terms of evaluation
measures. First, we observe that our submitted runs in Live Experiment achieve above
median performances for both P@5 and MRR. IRKM1 and IRKM2 have P@5 value of
0.3953 and 0.4079, respectively. The MRR of IRKM1 and IRKM2 are 22% higher than
average Track Median at 0.4268. IRKM2 is slightly better than IRKM1. It shows that
tags and our labeled contextual related keywords help to get the clues of user interests
and contextual information. Second, results of RUN1 and RUN2 in Batch Experiment
are better than both of IRKM1 and IRKM2. We can refer that machine learning methods
and domain knowledges are useful for the task. Third, we see that performances of
RUN1 and RUN2 are similar. We learn that feature engineering is vital for classical
classification methods.
Table 1. Results of our runs in the contextual Suggestion
Live Experiment
Name of Run Track Median IRKM1 IRKM2
MRR
0.4268
0.5213 0.5461
P@5
0.3163
0.3953 0.4079

7

Batch Experiment
Track Median RUN1 RUN2
0.6716
0.6594 0.6535
0.5090
0.5156 0.4616

Conclusions

In TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion Track, we submitted two runs for both Live Experiment and Batch Experiment. Attraction description and user profiles modeling in
all runs take advantage of information from commercial attraction review websites.
The information includes: web page content, titles, ratings and reviews of attractions.
For Live Experiment, we represented attractions and users using multi-filed texts in the
ways of VSM and LSI. In IRKM1, we focus on the similarity between attractions and
user historical preference, while we combine user tags and contextual related keywords
to obtain the results of IRKM2. For Batch Experiment, we get more features by exploring domain preference under user’s attributes such as gender and age, and using LDA
to get topic distribution of each type of texts. Then we model the ranking problem as
a classification problem using machine learning techniques to learn the ranking list. In
the future, we plan to extend our method by considering the category of attractions, and
try to aggregate user’s category preference for a better user modeling.
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